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A GAME-THEORETIC ANAL YSlS OF DECISION MAKING IN 

FARMER COOPERA TIVESl 

by 

John M. Staatz 

Most formal models of the economic behavior of farmer cooperatives pictu re that 

behavior as deriving from the optimization of a single objective function by a single 

agent (as in the Helmberger-Hoos model), by a group of agents with identical goals (as in 

the Phillips model) or from simple, nonstrategic majority-rule voting of the membership 

(as in the Zusman model) . Models incor porating voting assume that the distribution of 

members' preferences is single-peaked and no logrolling {interdependent voting) between 

issues takes place; therefore, no voting paradoxes arise, and the cooperative's objective 

is determined by the preferences of the median member. With few exceptions, formal 

models fail to address the issue of group choice in cooperatives whose members have at 

least part ially divergent goals and engage in strategic behavior. 

Cooperatives face many decisions, however, in which members' preferences cannot 

be assumed to be homogeneous. Examples include the pricing of different services to 

members, including the possibility of differe ntial pricing based on members' patronage; 

the choice of wha t products and services to offer me mbers; location of facilities; and the 

a llocation of overhead costs and pool receipts. Furthe rmore, the preferences of 

ma nagement and the board of direc tors o n many of these issues may differ from those of 

the rank-and-f ile membership. Although both the cooperative management literature 

and many coopera tive theorists have informally discussed cooperative d ec ision making in 

the context of heterogeneous preferences, there is a need to develop models that address 

this issue explic it ly and in so doing suggest alternative ways for cooperatives to deal with 

group choice. The purpose of thi s paper is t o discuss how game theor y can be used to 
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analyze many of the issues involving group choice in fa rmer cooperatives. The a im of 

the paper is not to develop a compre hensive t heory of t he behavior of farm er 

cooperatives in the marketplace but to focus on the relatively neglec te d issues re lated to 

group choice, which have become inc reasingly important as farmer coopera t ives ha ve 

grown and diversified in recent years. As in any theoretica l paper, t he purpose is not t o 

"prove" certain re lat ionships (tha t can only be done through e mpirical work) but to 

suggest hypotheses regarding the m that can guide fut ure policy a nd research. 

Ga me theory addresses the issue of group choice whe n the preferences of the 

membe rs of a group a re a t least pa rtia lly c onflic ting. A majo r area investigated by game 

theory is tha t of nonzero-sum games, tha t is, games in which the interest s of the 

me mbers of a group, while usua lly not entirely coincident, are not dia metrically 

oppose d. As wil l become evide nt be low, most decisions in farmer cooperatives are 

nonzero-sum. 2 

Two general types of group behavior a re analyzable using the theory of nonzero

sum games. The f irst occurs whe n, because of high communication cost s, 

unenforceability of contracts, lack of t rust, or other reasons, members of the group 

eschew joint strategies a nd act indepe nde ntly; this behavior involves a noncooperative 

game . The second arises whe n members of the group can communicat e and make binding 

commitments with one another; t hese s itua t ions a re ana lyzable using the theo ry of 

coope rative games. In coopera tive games the re a re gains from joint action by a potent ia l 

coalition of players , but t he players must bargain a mong t hemselves about how the net 

benefits of the joint action are t o be shared. Failure to agree on an alloca tion of net 

bene fi ts among players prevents t he coalition from fo rming (Roth). Many decisions in 

far mer coopera tives, such as how t o a llocate joint costs and pool rece ipts among 

producers of differen t products, can be modeled using cooperative games. Others, such 

as how to ensure member loyalty in a "competitive-yards tick" cooperative, more closely 

resemble noncoopera t ive games because in these situations co-op parti c ipa nts face 
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individual incentives to act independently even though the gr oup as a whole would benefit 

from collective ac tion. 

The paper is organized into fou r sections. Section I discusses t he applicat ion of the 

theory of cooperative games to the modeling of certain types of decisions in farmer 

cooperatives, such as how to price services to a heterogeneous membership. Section II 

investigates how other situations facing farmer cooperatives, such as how to maintain 

member loyalty and member discipline over management, can be analyzed using concepts 

from the theory of noncoope rative games, pa rticularly the prisoner's dilemma. The 

analysis in sections I and II is based on several restrictive assumptions inherent in game 

theory, and Section III analyzes how re laxing those assumptions modifies the results 

derived earlie r. A final section briefly summa rizes the major conclusions of the paper. 

I. Cooperative Behavior as a Cooperative Game 

Although the preferences of diffe rent participants in a farmer cooperative are 

seldom stric tly opposed, neither a re they identical. Co-op participants, therefore , face 

two inter re la ted questions: (I) Can the participants ide ntify and agree upon a set of 

objec tives yielding benefits of joint action? And (2) can an a lloca tion of the benefits and 

costs of this action be found tha t maint a ins the incentives of each group to participate in 

t he activity? "The mere existence of potential gains does not necessarily mean tha t they 

can be reali zed. The re is the pro~lem of building a n organization with suffic ie nt 

cohesion to withstand the disintegrating forces a rising out of conflicting interests" 

(He lmbe rger and Hoos, 1965, p. 184). 

The theory of cooperative games addresses the issue of group choice when t he 

pref e rences of the members of a group a r e a t least partially conflicting. Viewing the 

allocation of benefits and cos ts in a cooperative as a c ooperative game focuses attent ion 

on t he following questions: (l) How do the policies of a cooperative regarding the 

a llocation of benefit s and costs a mong the membership affect the payoffs (both 

pecuniary and nonpecunia ry) to va rious potentia l coalitions within the coopera tive? And 
I 
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(2) how do these payoffs affec t the willingness of various coalitions to remain active in 

the cooperative as opposed to taking their business elsewhere? 

A. Types of Bargaining Issues 

In farmer cooperatives, many potential bargaining situations such as those 

portrayed in the theory of cooperative games arise. Bargaining issues between the three 

main actors in farmer cooperatives (farmer-members, management, and the board of 

directors) generally fall into one of five categories: (a) selection of products and 

services to be handled by the cooperative, including the choice of product quality; (b) 

allocation of revenues and pricing of services; (c) joint cost allocation; (d) financing of 

the cooperative; and (e) constitutional issues, which ·influence the distribution of power 

and decision-making authority within the cooperative.3 For example, the pricing of 

goods and services to members can be conceived of as a bargaining game between two 

groups of members: those whom the cooperative can serve at relatively low per-unit 

costs or who have attractive market alternatives outside of the cooperat ive (for 

example, large farmers) and those whom it is more costly to serve or who have few 

attrac tive noncooperative alternatives (for example, small farmers). The low-cost 

patrons argue for differential pricing of goods and services based on the cost of service 

or on "meeting the competition", while the higher-cost patrons argue for uniform pricing. 

Similarily, the issue of what proportion of the cooperative's net earnings should be 

re tained rather than rebated to members can be viewed as a bargaining game involving 

management and possibly the board, on the one hand, and farmer-members on the other. 

Management, and perhaps the board, interested in promoting growth of the cooperative, 

may lobby for a high level of retained earnings to finance that growth, while farmer

members, particularly those nearing reti rement and having only a limited ability to 

redeem thei r equity in the cooperative, may argue that net earnings should be reba ted to 

the members as cash. 4 Murray (1983a, 1983b, 1983c) examined this bargaining issue in 

detail in the context of British cooperatives, although not from a game-the oretic 
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perspective. 

Constit ut ional issues can be viewed as bargaining games that occur among various 

co-op participants at the time of the writing of the cooperative's bylaws. In deciding 

how to vote on constitutional issues the various participants have to project how t heir 

net returns from the coopera tive will be affected by the coooperative's adoption of 

different o rganizat ional structures.5 

B. Representing the Gains from Joint Action: 
The Characteristic Function 

A basic assumption underlying the a nalysis in this paper is that farmers engage in 

collective action via cooperatives because there a re efficiencies in certain joint, as 

opposed to individual, act ions. These efficiencies are represented in game-theoretic 

terms by a superadditive characte ristic function. A characteristic function shows the 

minimum level of payoffs that any pot ent ia l coalition of players can guarantee i tself. 

Superadditivity of the characteristic f unction means that a single coalition of all the 

players ("the grand coalition") can always guarantee itself a higher level of payoff than 

can t wo or more disjoint subcoalitions which in total involve all the players . 

Mathe matically, superadditiv ity of t he characteris tic function is expressed as follows : 

For a ny t wo disjoint sets K and L in the set N (K, L :: N, K n L 

: 0) , the c haracteristic function V is superaddi tive if 

(l) V ( K) + V ( L) c V ( K U L) , 

that is, if the sum of the c haracteristic functions of K and L is a proper subset of t he 

characteristic function of their union. This means that K and L can a lways gain at least 

as much in tota l by working together as they can by working separately. This does not, 

however, mean that K and L will work together. For joint ac tion to occur, not only 

must the total payoff to K and L be grea ter than the sum of the payoffs that would 

result from their individual actions, but both K's and L's individual shares of the joint 
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"pi e" must be greater than the payoffs each could achieve by acting independently. 

In app lying game theory to far mer coopera t ives one can ofte n equate 

superadditivity of the characteristic funct ion with subadditivity of the cost function. In 

the contex t of farmer cooperatives, subadditivity of a cost function means that it is 

cheaper to provide some ser vice to t he members of a cooperative as whole than to 

provide it to them ind ividually or in subgroups. Subadditivity of a cost function is 

expressed mathematically as follows: 

For any K, L:: N, K n L = 0. the cost function is subaddi ti ve if 

(2) C(qk ) + C( ql) > C(qk + ql) 

where 
C(q) is the cost of produci ng quantity q of the servi ce ; 

qk is the quantity of t he service demanded by K; and 

q 1 
i s the quantity of t he service demanded by L. 

For reasons that will become apparent below it is important to distinguish between 

a subadditive cost fu nc tion and economies of scale. Economies of scale exist when the 

cost func tion is homogeneous of degree less than one, tha t is, when average cos t declines 

monotonically throughout the range of produc tion. The existence of economies of scale 

(declining average cos t) is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for a cos t 

func tion to be subadditive. In particular, a subadditive cost function can exhibit 

increasing a verage cost over a cer tain range of output. It is subadditivity of the cost 

function rathe r t han economies of scale t hat makes joint provision of a service to a group 

more economical than providing the service to individual subunits of the group .6 

C. An Example of a Cooperative Game: Cost Allocation among 
a Heterogeneous Membersh ip 

An example will illus trate how the theory of cooperative games can illumina t e 

some of the trade-offs facing participant s making decisions in far mer cooperc;i.tives. This 

example examines c ost allocation (pricing of services) in a far mer cooperative ser vi ng a 

heterogeneous membersh ip and draws on a general analy tic a pproac h outlined by 

Faulhaber. The C'x.:i mplc assurncs that far mers a re prof it maximizers and hence eval 1.1 te 
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payoffs purely in monetary terms. Part III of the paper relaxes this assumption. 

The Example 

Consider a cooperative that provides a service to a heterogeneous set of members 

N = { l , 2, ... , n}. For example, the members may differ in the crops t hey grow, their 

sizes of operations, or their time preference for money. Assume: 

(a) There are economies in the joint provision of the service to the membership, 

i.e., the cost function for producing the service is subadditive: for any disjoint 

subsets Sand Tin the set N (S,T = N, S n T = 0): 

C(qs+t) 2. C(qs) + C(qt), where C(qi) fs the cost of pro

viding the quantity of services qi to group i. For ex

ample, C{qs) is the total cost S would incur providing 

qs of the service to itself; C(qs+t) is the total cost 

at which S and T could jointly provide (qs + qt) of the 

service . 7 

(b) Farmers in group i have only the option of purchasing qi from the cooperative or 

exiting the cooperative to obtain q1 in another way, either from an IOF or by 

forming another cooperative by themselves or with other disaffec ted 

members. (Allowing each group to vary its patronage with the cooperative 

would expand the number of st rategies open to each player but would not 

change the basic results of the game-theoretic analysis.) 

(c) For S, T:: N, Sn T = 0, the cross-elasticity of demand between 

qs and qt is zero. 

The cost function for providing the service to each possible coalition in N, 

combined with the prices at which t he service can be obtained outside t he cooperative, 
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can be used to define a characteristic function, v(qs), which shows the minimum payoff 

(i.e., the min imum cost of obtaining qs) that each group S conta ined in N can guarantee 

itself, e ither by acting alone or by forming coalitions with other groups within or outside 

the cooperative.8 

The board and management of the cooperative must decide how to a llocate the cost 

o f producing the services among the membership. Subadditivity of the cost function 

implies joint cos ts, and hence a ny allocation will be in some sense a rbitrary (Clark). This 

does not mean, however, that management can allocate costs in any way it chooses; it 

must take into account the effect of its allocations on members' incentives to remain in 

the organization. If the cost al located to group S, A(qs), is greater than v(qs), the 

minimum cost that S can guarantee itself, then S has an incent ive to leave the 

cooperative. Hence, for a cost allocation to be stable (not induce defection), the 

following condition must be met: 

(3) 

If, in addi tion, the cooperative is constrained to break even, re tu rning any surplus 

above cost to members, the following condition must also be met:9 

(4) 
[ A( qs) = C(q"). 

sen 

Expressions (3) and (4) toget her define the core of the game, the set of feasib le 

allocations tha t give all participants an incentive to remain within the organization. 

He nce, these expressions are called the "core constraints." 

More than one set of cost al locations may lie within the core, and barga ining occurs 

within the c ooperative over whic h set of c ost allocations should be imposed. In reality, 

the charac ter ist ic func tion, v(qs), which e mbodies bo th the cooperat .ve 's c ost function 

and the playe.-s' external market opportunities, is likely to be -mown only very 

imprecise ly, so the bargaining wi ll take place in a n a tmosphere of u 1Certainty. Co-op 
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members may sometimes try to influence the cos t allocation decisions of the board a nd 

management by issuing implic it threats and counterthreats, as each group tri es to obtain 

the best possible aJJoca tion for itself while at the same time ensuring that other 

members still have an incentive to remain in the cooperative. 

The ability of a member or group of memberslO to obtain concessions from other 

members of the cooperative depends on two factors: the costs the member could impose 

on other members if he were to exit the cooperative (this determinies his bargaining 

threat to others in the organization) and the other players' perception of the costs he 

would impose on himself if he were to leave (this determines how seriously his threat is 

t aken). 

The pote ntia l harm, h0 , member S can impose on others in the cooperative can be 

measured by how much the remaining members' cost of obtaining the cooperatively 

produced service would inc rease if S were to leave the orga nization: 

(5) 

With S in the organization, the remaining n-s members can hope to obtain the ir qn-s units 

of service a t a un it cost of C(qn)/qn, the average cost of production for the grand 

coali tion. (As will become apparent below, this hope is not a lways realized e ven if t he 

grand coalition does form .) This unit cost would r ise to C(qn-s)/qn-s if S were to leave 

the organization. 

Similarly, the harm S would impose on himself by ex iting, hs, can be measured by 

how S's cost of obtaining t he service would increase if he left the organization: 

(6) s n n] s h = v(q ) - [ C(q )/q q . 
s 

Equation (5) states that, ceteris paribus, the more strongly subaddit ive the 

cooperative's cost functi on is with resp<'c t to a member's outpu t, the stronger that 

member's bargaining position. Large members in co- ops with strongly subadditive cos t 

I 
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functions have substantial bargaining power; small members in co-ops with constant 

costs have practically none.1 1 This suggests that cooperatives comprised of a few large 

members may face more disruptive, threat- filled bargaining over a llocation of costs and 

benefits than cooperatives with many small members. Co-ops with a few large members 

face an allocation problem similar to the problem of allocating costs and benefits in a 

cartel (Kuhn). 

Equation (6) suggests that a member's threat of exit will be taken more seriously 

the smaller the perceived cost to him of leaving the cooperative. For example, a 

member's ability to extract concessions from his cooperative would be lower if he faced 

stiff penalties for defection (e.g., forfeiture of accrued retains) than if he did not. 

In the bargaining process a member may argue that he should bear only the 

increment al cost of providing services to him, i.e . , for S ~ N. 

Paying according to incremental costs may appear fai r and is the rule that would 

result form a linear programming approach to pricing co-op services (see Hardie). 

Unfortunately, such an allocation scheme may not a lways be stable, as illustrated be low. 

Assume that the cooperative is comprised of four groups of members, B,S, G, and 

P. For example, the coopera tive might provide processing and marke ting services to 

producers of Beans, Spinach, Grapes, and Peaches. Assume that the cooperative has the 

following subadditive cost function (zeros can be added to the figures to lend more 

realism): 

(&) C(qb) = C(qs) = C(qg) = C( qP) = 5300 

(9) C(qb+s) = C(qg+p) = $410 

( 10) C(qb+g) = C(qb+p) = C(qs+g) = C(qs+p) = $500 

(l 1) C(qb+s+g) = $600 
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(12) C(qb+s+p) = C(qb+g+p) = C(qs+g+p) 

(13) C( qb+s+g+p) 

= $650 

$810 . 

A cost function like this might arise in the folJowing way. If each group of 

producers built its own processing plant, each could process its product at a cost of 

$300. If the vegetable growe rs (B and S) jointly processed their products they could do so 

at a total cost of $410, as could the fruit growers (G and P) if they processed jointly. 

There would also be some savings if one group of vegetable growers (for example, B) 

combined with one group of fruit growers (for example, G) for joint processing. Their 

total cost of production, $500, would be higher than that of t he joint fruit or the joint 

vegetable operations, however, due to their inability to share certa in costs that are joint 

in those operations (for example, the cost of syrup in an integrated fruit canning 

operation). Assume that if three products are processed jointly, t he cooperative has to 

expand its warehouse. Suppose that this can be done on land immediately behind the 

c urrent pla nt tha t would otherwise be used for burying or burning peach pits. If peac hes 

are not processed by the c ooperative, this poses no problem, a nd the c ombined cost of 

processing and marketing beans, spinach, and grapes becomes $600. If, however, peaches 

are processed, the pits have to be hauled awa y, ra ising the price o f proc essing any three

produc t combination including pe ac hes to $650. Finally, assume that eve n with hauling 

away the peach pits, all four produc ts can be jointly processed in a s ingle plant for $810. 

Because of the subadditivity of the cost func tion there are potential joint benefits 

from processing a ll four produc ts in a single plant . The board and management are faced 

with determining a se t of cost allocations, A(qi), that will cover the $810 tota l cost of 

produc ing the service for all me mbers while still giving a ll me mbers an incent ive to 

re main in t he organization. Not e tha t cha rging a ll members t he same cost for the 

service is infeasib le; if each were charged t he average cost o f $202 .50, B, S, and G would 

have an incent ive to form the ir own cooperat ive a nd produce t he service for a total cost 
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of $600, or an average cos t of $200. Some sort of differential pr icing is required to hold 

the coalition together, in which P is forced to pay more than the average cost a nd B, S, 

a nd G pay less. 12 

Will pricing according to inc re menta l cost work? The inc re me ntal-cost pricing rule 

(7) and the break-e ven const raint (4) imply tha t : 

(14) A(qb } + A(q 5 } + A( qg } + A(qP} = $810 

( l 5) A ( q i } ~ $1 1 0 \f i 

(16) A(qb} + A( q5
} > $300 

(17) A(qg} + A(qP) > $350. 

Applying the inc re menta l-cost rule A(qi),?: $11 0 may not lead to a stable coalition. 

For example, the allocations A(qb) = A(qs) = $120 a nd A(qg) = A(qP) = $285 satisfy both 

(14) a nd (1 5), yet under this set of allocat ions G and P have a clear incentive to bre ak 

away from the coopera tive, since t hey could jointly produce t he service for $410, a n 

average cost to them of $205. The existence of cos ts t hat a re joint a mong a proper 

subset of playe rs (rat her than be ing purely attr ibutable or joint among al l players) implies 

the need to t est whet her t hat subse t , as well as the individua l players, are paying their 

full inc remental cost (Faulhaber). 

In certain inst ances where the average cost of producing t he service fi rst dec reases 

then rises, t here may be no st ab le al locat ion of costs (the core may be empty). For 

example, if equa tions (11) a nd (1 2) a re replaced with 

(l l a) C(qb+s +g ) = C(qb+s+p} = C( qb+g+p} = C(q s +g+p) = $600 

(that is, if peach pits can be disposesd of costlessly in the three- product pla nt ), then the 

binding core constraint s become: 

( 18) A( qb) + A(qs) + A{qg} < $600 

(19) A(qb) + A(qs ) + A( q p) < $600 

(20) A( qb) + A(qg) + A( qP} < $600 

(21) 
A( qs} + A(qg} + A( qp } < $600 and 
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Adding (18) through (21) yields 

3[A(qb} + A(qs} + A(qg} + A(qP}] < $2,400, 

or 

which contradict s (14). Hence, even though there are economies in the joint provision of 

the service to all the participants, given this cost function the core constraints are such 

that there is no possible cost allocation that does not give someone the incentive to leave 

the cooperative. 

Discussion 

The model presented above illustrates the following points: 

(1) In certain circumstances differential pricing of services to members is 

necessary to preserve the stability of the cooperative. The differential pricing must 

reflect both how a member's patronage affects the cooperative's cost function (this 

is just an extension of the service at cost principle) and the member's strategic 

opportunities for obtaining the service outside the cooperative.13 This suggests that 

large members in cooperatives with strongly subadditive cos t functions may be 

particularly successful in extracting price concessions from the cooperative. Small 

members may oppose granting price concessions t o larger members, however, for 

fear that the concessions will simply reinforce the competitive advantages of larger 

operations. In addition, income-tax provisions (for example, Sec tion 521) may limit 

the degree to which cooperatives can price discriminate among their members. 

(2) Even if a cooperative does decide to price discriminate a mong members, if 

there are costs that are joint among a proper subset of members, the cooperat ive 

cannot simply adopt an incremental- cos t rule for setting prices, as this can give 

some members incentives to leave t he organization . Setting cost .:il locat ions can 

th us be a complex process, and it is problematic whether a feasib le al loca tion could 
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be det e rmined on a simple one-me mber , one-vote basis. 

(3) Although differentia l pric ing of services to members may be necessary to 

preserve the stability of c ooperatives that have highly heterogeneous memberships, 

instituting such pricing usual ly requires a vote of the board, which, if elected on a 

one-member, one- vote basis , may be controlled by smaller-volume patrons. If small 

patrons steadfastly oppose differe nt ial pricing, large members may exit the 

cooperative unless voting rules a re changed to inc rease the political power of the 

larger pa trons. Caves a nd Pe tersen (appendix A, p. 1) report some evidence tha t 

such a reallocation of political power has occurred in cooperatives with 

heterogeneous memberships , noting tha t t he one-member, one-vote rule prevails in 

only 71 percent of large , predomina tely federate d cooperatives (whose members are 

likely to be diverse) compa red with 92 percent of local cooperatives. 

(4) In situa tions where a coopera t ive's ave rage cost of providing a joint serv ice f irst 

decreases the n inc reases, the re may be no al location of c osts that gives everyone an 

incentive to stay in the o rganization. This suggests that cooperatives need to be 

very care ful in deciding whe n to ex;>and t he ir me mbership a nd/or the ir mix o f 

activities, expanding only whe n the re a re cle ar synergies that a llow the organiza t ion 

to hold down its ave rage c ost s . The impossibi lity o f finding a st able allocation of 

costs a mong a hete rogeneous membership may pre vent cooperatives from "doing al l 

things for all people." 

(5) If the core of t he ga me is not e :"llpty, there may be more than one feasib le 

allocation of costs, and t he management and t he board must somehow choose a fa ir 

allocation. The model presente d above si:-nply sta tes tha t the fina l a llocatio n must 

lie within the core ; it does not spec if y v.:he re within the c ore the optimal allocation 

lies. In othe r words , a lthough game-::-ie.)re tic c onsidera tions es tabl ish a feasib le 

region wi thin whic h prices must be set:. costs al located, or pr oduc t mix det ermined, 

exactly where withi n that reg ion t he fi1al d~c i s i on fa lls may de pend on fac tors such 
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as the inte rna l politics of the cooperative or the board's conception of what a "fair" 

solution should be. Game theorists have proposed alternative solution concepts for 

choosing among different allocations within a core, with eac h solution concept 

emboding a different concept of fairness (see Staatz, 1984, appendix C). For 

instance, the Shapley-value approach, which allocates to each coalition its "average 

marginal cost1114 would, in the above example, lead to the following cost allocat ion: 

A(qb) = A(qs) = A(qg) = $198.33, and 

A(qP) = $215.00. 

Examination of these solution concepts may be useful in helping to determine 

equitable cost allocations. 

(6) Failure to choose a n allocation t hat lies within the core can lead members 

simply to exit the cooperative. Game-t heoretic ana lysis could help management 

pre dic t whic h allocations would induce defection and which would not. In 

determining the cost functions facing cooperative participants (which in turn largely 

dete rmine the ir c harac t e ristic functions), economic e ngineering a pproaches may be 

partic ularly useful (see Frenc h). 

(7) The model suggests that if dissatisfied me mbers do not simply leave the 

cooperative, ba rgaining over allocations of costs and benefits can be intense and 

bruising. Reality, however, may not be so harsh. Pa rticipants are likely to know 

only very imprecisely the costs (payoffs) of the alterna tives ope n to them, and the 

board and manageme nt may be able to influence the ir estimates of those costs (e.g., 

through member re la tions progra ms). In this sense, unc erta inty about what is in 

one's best interest ma y reduce conflic t in the cooperative. To the e xtent that 

members receive nonpecuniary bene fit s fr om remaining in the cooperative, 

barga ining over t he a lloca tion of monet a ry benefits and cost s in t he o rganization 

ma y a lso be muted. These possibili t ies are exam ined in Section Ill. 
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(8) Another important way in which management and the board can facilitate 

agreement on allocation of costs and benefits is through devising ways to convert 

apparent zero-sum games among the membership into nonzero-sum games, thus 

expanding the potential core of the game. For example, allocation of receipts from 

a marketing pool among producers of different commodities (say, X, Y, and Z) may 

appear to be a zero-sum game if viewed in the context of a single year; whatever is 

gained by producers of X is lost to the producers of Y and Z. If, however, the 

producers can be convinced to take a multiyear perspective, the game becomes 

nonzero-sum. Unless management or the board has strict control over potential 

supplies, allocating excessive returns to X may lead (via the supply response for X) 

to excessive inventories of X in coming years, reducing the net returns available for 

distribution among all producers in subsequent years. A more "balanced" allocation 

in the current year may lead to improved profit possibilities for all producers in 

subsequent years, implying joint gains from a coordinated allocation strategy. 

Doc umenting the possible conseque nces of adopting extreme bargaining positions 

may be an important way in which management can facilitate agreement. Another 

way of converting zero-sum games to nonzero-sum games is by "logrolling"--tying 

the negotiation of one issue to another, so that t he scope for trade-offs, given 

divergent member preferences, is e xpanded (Raif fa; Buchanan and Tullock, chapters 

10-ll). 

rr. Cooperat ive Behavior as a Noncooperative Game: 
Prisoner's Dilemmas in Farmer Cooperatives 

In certain circumstances, participant behavior in a farmer cooperative more nearly 

resembles a noncooperative game, partic ula rly a prisoner's dilemma. 15 In a prisoner's 

dilemma, the "ra tional" pursuit of individua l se lf-interest leads to a Pare to-inferior 

outcome. 

Formally, a prisoner's dilemma is defi ned as a game that has a payoff matrix o f the 

form shown in Figure l(a ). Eac h player has two possible stra teg ies , cooperating with the 
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Player B 

c D 

c (all, bll) (al2'b21) 

Player A 

D (a2l' bl2) (a22 ' b22) 

(a) Genera l ized form of the game , with payoffs in expected util ity 

Player B 

c D 

c (8, 8) 
(4 , 10) 

Player A 
D (10 , 4) (5 ' 6) 

(b) Numeri cal exampl e , with payoffs in expected utility 

Figure l. Payoff Matricies for a Prisoner's Dilemma. 
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other player (C) or defecting (D) and acting independently.1 6 Although the payoffs to 

each player a re higher if they both coopera t e (strategy pair C,C) than if they both defect 

(strategy pair D,D), the incentives facing the players are such that each has an individual 

incentive to defect even though each knows that his opponent is acting similarly. For 

example, in the prisoner's dilemma illustrated in Figure l(b), the payoff to player A is 

always higher if he defects, no matter which strategy player B select s. If B chooses to 

cooperate, A's payoff increases from & to 10 if he defec ts rather than cooperates. If B 

chooses to defect, A's payoff inc reases from 4 to 5 if he also defects. B faces a similar 

set of incentives. If both players defec t, howe ver, they are both worse off than they 

would have been if t hey had both cooperated, as they receive payoffs of (5,6) instead of 

(&,&).17 

Two charact e ristics of a prisoner's dilemma lead t o this Pareto-inferior result. 

First, the players are unable to communicate with one another and make binding 

comm itments regarding mutually advantageous joint strategies. Second, t he prisoner's 

dilemma is usually pictured as an isolated game, played only once by the participants. 

The behavior of the players in this game is in no way linked to their behavior in other 

games--the players have no concerns about developing or preserving their reputations as 

re liable partners, etc. If, however, players face recur rent prisoner's dilemmas, patterns 

of cooperation among the players may evolve. This has been shown both experimental ly 

and theore t ically. (Raiffa, pp. 123-26; Schotter. See t he discussion of "supergames" 

below.) 

A wide variety of situations in farmer cooperatives, ranging from pricing and output 

decisions to problems of inducing members to part icipate adequately in the governance of the 

cooperative, appear at times to resemble prisoner 's dilemmas. For example, given an 

inelastic demand for its product, a coopera tive's .-evenues wou ld inc rease if the cooperative 

restricted output; yet because the o rgan iza tion's ""le t earnings are rebated to its members in 

proportion to thei r individual production, each me mber has an incentive to expand output, 
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thereby undercutting the cooperative's attempt to restric t supply. Provision of certain public 

goods by cooperatives--more competitive input a nd output markets, lobbying, and so on, may 

also resemble a prisoner's dilemma (see Staatz, 1984, chapter 4). 18 As with all public goods, 

a free-rider problem exists: an individual need not join or patronize the cooperative to enjoy 

all these benefits. Failure to patronize the cooperative, however, may lead to a long-term 

decline in the organization's ability to provide these goods. Rhodes (1978) has also suggested 

that farmer-members may often fail to oversee and discipline cooperative management 

adequately due to a free-rider problem: 

Seldom does any cooperative member have an economic self-interest for 
trying to discipline management. His potential cost s exceed his potential 
benefits. While all members together may have an economic incentive, the 
rational choice is for each individual to hope the others make the effort while 
he reaps the benefits (p. 223). 

The usefulness of the static prisoner's dilemma model to analyze cooperative 

loyalty, the output decisions of farmer cooperat ives, a nd proble ms of disciplining 

management is problematic, however, because the standard prisoner's dilemma is 

pictured as a one-time game, in which players are given the choice of cooperating or 

defecting, and in which there are clear individua l incentives to defec t. Because they 

play the game only once, players are not concerne d wit h mainta ining their re putations as 

reliable partners; even if they defect they will not face re tribution from the ir partners in 

subseque nt periods. In reality, farmers do not face a one-time d ecision of whether to 

join and support a cooperative (or to support its decisions); that choice is continually 

before the m. Reputations c learly do matter; cooperatives may expel habitually 

"noncooperative" members even if doing so imposes some short-te rm cos t on the 

remaining members. 

If a s ingle-period game (ca lle d a cons titue nt game) is infinite ly itera ted, a new 

game is de fined (calle d a supergame), in which the payoffs a re t he net present va lues of 

the stream of payoffs from the c ons t itue nt ga mes. Several autho rs (for example , Ta ylo r; 

Schotte r; Axe lrod a nd Hamilton) have shown tha t even if the cons t itue nt game is a 
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prisoner's dilemma, the supergame need not be.19 The result depends c ritically on five 

e lements: 

(1 ) the length of t he supergame (the supergame must be of infinite durat ion or at 

least of a duration unknown in advance to t he players); 

(2) t he reaction of the players to a defection by one of their number; 

(3) the rates of t ime preference by t he players; 

(4) the relative size of the payoffs for defection and cooperation in the constituent 

game; and 

(5) the number of players in the game. 

A supergame of known duration compr ised of constituent games that are prisoner's 

dilemma is itself a pr isoner's dilemma. 20 Similarly, the supergame will be a pr isoner's 

dilemma if players who do not defect fail to punish, in subsequent iterations of t he game, 

those who do; unconditional cooperation in a prisoner's dilemma supergame is never an 

equilibrium strategy. 21 In addition, e ven if the re is punishment for defection the 

super game may still be a prisoner's di lemma if players have sufficiently high discount 

rates; given a high discount rate, the gain to a player in the current period from 

defection may be greater than the discounted value of the punishments subsequently 

inflicted. Related to this are the re lative size of the payoffs for cooperation and 

defection in the constituent game. The higher the return to defection relative to 

cooperation in the constituent game, ceter is paribus, the more likely the supergame is to 

be a pr isoner's dile mma. Lastly, the larger t he number of players, the more likely it is 

that a supergame comprised of prisoner's dilemma constituent games will itself be a 

prisoner's dilemma. For conditional cooperation to be a rational behavior in an n-person 

pr isoner's dilemma supergame each player must know how many other players cooperated 

in the previous iteration o f the game and each coopera ting player's d iscount rate must lie 

below a certa in level (Tay lor, c hap ter 3 and pp. 92-93). Both conditions are more like ly 

to prevail in a small group than in a large one. 
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If the problem of maintaining loyalty to a farmer cooperative (or to its price and 

output decisions) is truly a prisoner's dilemma supergame, then the above analysis 

suggests the following hypotheses: 

(1) Cooperative loyalty is greater among those who will be farming for an 

indefinite period compared to those who are close to leaving farming, provided that 

there is no way for the individual leaving far ming to continue to benefi t from the 

existence of the cooperative (e.g., through capitalization of the value of the 

cooperative into the value of his land, through a "pension" provided by the 

retirement of his acc rued equity in the organization, or through utility derived from 

supporting a cooperative with which one has had a long association or from passing 

on a viable farming operation to his heirs). 22 If t hose leaving farming will have no 

further payoffs from the cooperative once they leave, they have no incentive to 

remain loyal to it as they near t heir reti rement; in the short-run, defection is always 

the dominant strategy. 

(2) Cooperative loyalty is greater the greater are the penalties for cooperative 

disloyalty. Although this is hardly a surprising hypothesis , it is sometimes ignored by 

cooperative practitioners. If cooperatives do indeed provide public goods, then 

theory suggests that it may be too easy for members to leave cooperatives. 

Although managers of cooperatives sometimes express astonishment that members 

who have substantial investments in a cooperative are not more loyal to the 

organization, in many instances the member's return on his investment is only 

weakly conditional on his continued patronage (see Staatz, 1986a). Co-op members 

may ra tionally regard the ir investment in the organization as a sunk cost and 

therefore not take it into account in making current decisions. This implies that 

cooperative loyalty might be inc reased b y making the return on past investment 

more conditional on cur rent patronage. Doing so might also increase the use of 

member voice re lative to exit in disciplining management (Hirschman). 
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(3) A farmer's cooperative loyalty decreases as he or she becomes more 

leveraged. Highly leveraged farmers a re like ly at times to face severe cash-flow 

difficulties and therefore have a high discount rate. As agriculture relies 

increasingly on purchased inputs and, as a consequence, farm borrowing increases, 

one would therefore expect a secular decline in cooperative loyalty. In addition, the 

widespread notion that young farmers as a group display less cooperative loyalty 

than older farmers may in part be attributable to younger farmers being more highly 

leveraged than their older counterparts. In a cash-flow bind, many young farmers 

may not be able to afford cooperative loyalty if more favorable prices or credit 

t e rms a re available elsewhere.23 

(4) Cooperative loyalty is greater in smaJJ cooperatives than in large ones. It is 

more likely that members of a cooperative will de velop concerns for the welfare of 

their co-members if the group is small and they get to know each other intimately. 

Developing a degree of altruism regarding the payoffs to the other players in a game 

can transform it from a prisoner's dilemma to a game that does not have a Pareto-

inferior outcome (see below). 

ID. Some Qualifications to the Game-Theoretic Analysis: 
The Roles of Transaction Cos~ and Ideology 

Although game-theoretic analyses generate many intrig uing hypotheses regarding 

farmer cooperatives, such a nalyses a re built upon several restrictive assumptions. Game 

theory assumes that all players know (a) the rules of the game, (b) all the other players' 

prefe rences, and (c) the relationship between all the players' ac tions and the outcomes of 

t he game (or at leaast a probab ility distribution for those outcomes). Knowledge of the 

rela tionship between actions and consequences implies tha t players have perfect 

foresight (at least up to a probab ility distribution) a nd tha t in cooperative games players 

can instantly and e ffort lessly evaluate the payoffs fr om joining all possible coalitions and 

e ngaging in a ll possib le s trategies open to them. Game theory further assumes tha t 

players face no other transaction c osts in carrying out their strategies, such as the costs 
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of building coali tions and enforc ing agreemen: s: a'lC t hat : ·1e preferences of all players 

are immutable. These assumptions are pate;i t !y un:-ealistt-: . T:-iis sec tion analyzes ho·..1.· 

substituting more realistic assumptions regarding informat ion costs, actors' knowledge 

and computational abilities, other transaction costs, and the possibility of changing 

players' preferences through the inculcat ion of a "cooperative ideology" modifies the 

game-theoretic analysis presented in sections I and II. T'.le f i rst part of this section 

discusses how imperfect knowledge and transac tion cos ts affec t t he conclusions drawn 

from the theory of cooperative games, wh ile the second par t examines how the 

conclusions derived from the theory of noncoopera tive games (e specially the prisoner's 

dilemma) are modified once one takes into account •he effo:-:s of farmer cooperatives to 

influence the preferences of their members. 

A. Limitations of the Perfect Know ledge :\s!X!mption 

Shubik has shown that the costs of gathering, s t oring, and processing information 

and negotiating an agreement in an n-person coope!"a : ive g2-ne al l increase in proportion 

to a number raised to the nth power. For example , in a t wo- person cooperative game in 

which each player has 10 alternative stra tegies, e2ch player -nust evaluate 100 (=102) 

possible outcomes of the game. If the number of players inc reases to 10, the number of 

possible outcomes to be evaluated increases to 100 , 'jOO,OOO,'JOG (=10 10). Even ii a player 

could costless ly gather information on all these pos sib le al :~na:ives , evaluate them, and 

s tore the resu lts, he would also have to negot ia te ;x>: entia.l agree:nents with all ;>ossible 

coalitions, the number of which also increases as a power of n. The cos ts of doing all this 

seriously dra w into question whether bargaining si t:.Ja ti o:-is i;w olving more than two 

players really resemble the scenarios portrayed by •he t heory of cooperative games. In 

Shubik's words: 11By attaching even slight costs t:> the acts o f s tori ng, gathering, and 

processing information, any firm can compu t e that :.:ist of get t i1g any t hing li~e complete 

info rmation will be astronomical" (pp. 148-49). 
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Shubik concluded tha t because of these information costs players ofte n ac t 

noncooperatively, eschewing negotiation with one another over joint strategies in favor 

of the informationally more efficient strategy of acting independently. Cooperative 

games, he argued, are thus replaced by the noncooperative games that underlie them. 

Whereas Shubik argued that information costs reduced the scope fo r agreement in 

cooperative games from that predicted by theory, Schotter and Schwodiauer (p. 509) held 

just the opposite view. Because of transaction costs, they argued, it was unlikely that all 

possible coalitions that might block an imputation would form; hence, the core (the zone 

of agreement) would be larger than theory suggests. 

In farmer cooperatives both the outcome predicted by Shubik and that predicted by 

Schotter and Schwodiauer appear to occur depending on the circumstances. In many 

instances (pricing of products, for example) members do not vote on every alternative 

open to them; ra ther, the cooperative establishes a rule (e.g., that fertilizer will sell for 

$X per ton, subj ec t to a possible price adjustment via a patronage refund) that provides 

each member with a low-cost set of expectations regarding the outcome of the 

cooperative's actions. Given this set of expectations, the members can then each ac t 

independently, as they would in a competitive marke t . They act, in other words, as they 

would in a noncooperative ga me in which the price of fertilizer was give n exogenously. 

In other c irc umstances, particularly those concerning major decisions for the 

cooperative, such as whether to merge with another cooperative, the members do 

negotiate with one another a nd vote . They do not consider all the alte rnatives open to 

the cooperative , however, only a se lec t few. Although the game is still cooperative, it is 

a much simple r game tha n tha t pre dicted by theory. 

Determining who esta blishe s the rules in the se noncooperative games and who 

selects the a lternati ves t o be considere d in the (simplified) coopera tive games is 

important to und erstanding the behavior of farmer cooperative s. The ru les det ermine 

what the "independent" ac to rs in a noncooperative ga me have to take into account in 
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planning their behavior a nd hence how they interac t with one another. Similarly, the 

agenda tha t is established in a bargaining (cooperative-game) situation largely conditions 

the outcome of that bargaining. 

Because of information costs and other transaction costs , the highly elaborated 

bargaining game predic te d by the theory discussed in section I is replaced by two 

interlinked games. The first, a cooperative (bargaining) game, can be called a 

constitutional game. In it, the rules of the coope rative a re established, including pricing 

rules, rules that determine who sets the agenda for subsequent bargaining issues among 

the members, and so on. Even in the constitutional game not all alternatives are 

considered; limit s imposed by the external environment (competition in the industry, laws 

governing the structure of farm er cooperatives, and so on) a nd t he knowledge and 

imagination of the members determine the alternatives considered. The second, or 

conseque nt game, consists of the noncooperative game or the simpli fied cooperative 

game discussed above. In this game, the co-op members ei t her act independently, taking 

the rules or prices determined earlier as given (as in the fertilizer example above) or 

bargain over a restricted set of alternatives that was delimited in the preceding 

constitutional game. 

Stating that the fully elaborated game predicted by theory is replaced by a 

constitutional game and a consequent game is simply another way of saying that in the 

presence of transaction cost s the re a re economies in moving from decision making based 

on direct democ racy (the fully elaborated game) to a system of representative 

governance (the two sub-games [Staatz, 1984, 147-48; Buchanan and Tullock, p. 6.]) In 

such a system the outcome of the constitutional game largely conditions t he outcome of 

the consequent game. Therefore, understanding the behavior of a particular far mer 

cooperative requires an understanding of its rules for mak ing rules and how these 

influence who participates in the governance of the cooperative. 
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It is reasonable to assume that members decide whether to partic ipate in a 

coopera tive's governance based on their perceptions of the costs and benefits to them of 

participating. The existence of transaction costs implies that participation will be 

concentrated among members having an intense interest in particular issues decided by 

the cooperative, while those having a more diffuse interest will abstain, even if in 

aggregate they could gain a great deal from participation. The reason for this is that the 

transaction cost of participating in the cooperative's governance is likely to exceed an 

individual's potential gain from participating if he has only a diffuse interest in the issues 

being decided by the cooperative. Such individuals therefore do not become involved in 

the cooperative's governance even though in aggregate they may represent a majority of 

the members. 

For example, consider a cooperative that is deciding among three options: to 

expand its current plant at site 1, to build a new plant at site 2, or to keep its current 

plant at site 1 with no expansion. Expansion requires an additional subscription of capital 

from the members; therefore, the board will not undertake the expansion unless members 

express strong support for suc h ac tion. Furthermore, assume that the projecte d net 

revenues from expanding the plant at the two alternative sites are comparable, so that 

the re is no clear-cut financ ia l advantage to expanding in one site r e la tive to the othe r. 

There fore, the board decides that if the members are willing to finance the expansion, 

the board will c hoose the plant location based primarily on the input it receives from 

members. The membership cons ist s of two groups. One group, C, has a conce ntra ted 

interest in keeping or e xpa nding the plant at s ite 1, while a second g roup, D, has a s light 

(diffused) prefe rence for building a new plant at site 2. If the boa rd hears only from 

members of C, it will expa nd the plant a t s ite I, if it hears only from me mbers of D, it 

will build a new plant a t site 2, if it hears from ne ithe r group it will keep the c urrent 

plant a t s ite I un modif ied, a nd if it he ar s from both groups it will dec ide on the pla nt 

location through a process that g ives each group a 50-percent cha nce of getting it s most

pre fer red a lternat ive. 
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Members of C and D must decide whether to lobby for t hei r preferred 

a lternatives. Le t the expected payoffs to individual members of C and Din the absence 

of transaction costs be t hose shown m Figure 2(a). In this situation the dominant 

strategy for each member is to lobby; no matter what his opponent does, the member's 

payoff is always higher if he lobbies. The equilibr ium outcome is therefore lobbying by 

both C a nd D, with C's expec ted payoff equal to 9 and D's expected payoff equal to 6. 

Now suppose that the cost of lobbying for each g roup is 3. Deducting this cost 

from the payoffs involving lobbying yields the payoff matrix shown in Figure 2(b). In this 

situation lobbying is still the dominant strategy for C--no matter what D does, C's payoff 

is always higher if he lobbies. D's dominant strategy, however, now becomes not 

lobbying. As a result of transaction costs the equilibrium outcome now involves only C's 

lobbying; hence, C's most preferred outcome (expansion of the plant on site 1) occurs. 

Hence, the existence of transaction costs reinforces the tendency of members with 

concentra ted interests to dominate coopera tive governance.24 

This tendency is further reinforced by the value of the information generated by 

the cooperative during its operations. Information about developments in a subsector is 

va luable to farmers in that subsector and is often costly to obtain. When such 

information is costly, one motivation to participate in the governance of a cooperative is 

the prospec t of gaining access to information on the subsec tor generated by the 

cooperative's management during the course of its operations. 25 The value of this 

information to an individual is greater the larger is his investment in the subsector and 

the poorer a re his a lternative sources of information. Large farm ers may t herefore have 

a g reater incentive to run for the board, to serve on coopera tive c ommittees, and so on, 

than do small farmers, particularly if information on developments in the subsector are 

not readil y availab le from other sources. 

Anot~er consequence of transac tio ·1 cos ts is a tendency for decisions in a 

cooperative, once made, to be relatively st.Jble . Whereas game the ory predic ts that 
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Member D 

Not Lobby Lobby 

Not Lobby (10,5) ( 3' 7) 

Member C 
Lobby (15,5) ( 9, 6) 

(a) Payoffs Without Transaction Costs 

Merrb er D 

Not Lobby Lobby 

Not Lobby (10,5) (3,4) 

Member C 
Lobby (12,5) (6,3) 

(b) Payoffs After Deducting Transaction Costs 

Figure 2. Payoffs for Po liti cal Ac tion in the Cooperati ve-- Concentrated and Diffused 
Interests 
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bargainers will recontrac t in an eyewink shou ld any of them perceive the least advantage 

in some ne w course of action, in reality decisions a re unlike ly :o be revised un less the 

gains from revising them clearly outweigh the transaction costs o f organizing to do so. 

Therefore, the existence of tra nsactions costs protects the utility of those who have the 

initial right to decide an issue in the organization. 

B. Cooperative Ideology and the .\\odification o f \ \ember Preferences 

Game theory assumes tha t each player has a n unchanging set o f preferences. Much 

of the activity in farmer cooperatives, however, is aimed p recisely at changing the 

preferences of the participants in the organization in order to modify their behavior. 

One of the main ways in way this is done is t hrough atte:npting to inculcate a 

"cooperative ideology" into farmer-mem bers, members of the board, and members of 

management. 

In many instances the ince ntives facing individual part icipants in farmer 

cooperatives may induce them to behave in a way tha t is inconsistent wit h the welfare of 

the cooperative as a whole. Individual farm ers may expand production when farme r

members as a group would benefit if output were res tricted; farmers may ac t as free 

riders with respect to t he cooperative's competitive-yardstick ac tivities, leading t o a 

long-t erm decline in the coopera tive's ability to carry out those activities; managers may 

attempt to conceal their activi ti es from the board through manipu lation of information; 

and ind ividual board members may attempt to use t heir positions to feather thei r own 

nests rathe r than to improve the welfare o f the members. (For details, see Staa tz , 1984, 

c hapter 6.) Such a dive rgence between individual and group in cent ive s is not unique to 

cooperatives; it is faced to some degree by all org a niza t ions. As an adaptive response to 

this problem, most organizations a ttempt to inc ulcate a n organizationa l ideology--a set 

of shared norms and beliefs--that tend to recuce i:he d iver gence :,en:een individual and 

group goals (Roberts). 
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In te rms of the game-theore tic model presented above t he func tion of coopera t ive 

ideology is twofo ld. First, it aims at altering players' perceptions of the payoffs of the 

constituent games that they play. (Game theory assumes that players evaluate these 

payoffs in terms of utility, not just money.) Specifically, cooperative ideology, which is 

fos tered both through formal programs, such as member-relations activities and board 

and management training sessions, and informal socialization processes, attempts to: 

( 1) Change farmer-members' expectations regarding the pecuniary payoffs that 

would be available to them with and without the cooperative. Member-relations 

programs ofte n stress the importance of cooperatives in enforcing competition and 

suggest that if they are not supported, farmers will be much worse off in the future. 

(2) Influe nc e participants' marginal rates of substitution between the pecuniary and 

nonpecuniary benefits they derive from membership in the cooperative. Cooperative 

ideology of ten s tresses cooperation as a goal in and of itself, being as worthy of a 

pe rson's efforts as str iving for ma terial advantage. This ideology at the same time 

tries to reduce the marginal utility that members of the organization receive from 

pecunia r y benefits they receive "unethically"--for exa mple, from using the ir position 

of authority in the cooperative to benefit themselves financially at the expense of 

others in the organization. 

(3) Induce a degree of altruism in players' evaluation of the payoffs from the 

constituent games, that is, broade n a player's evaluation of the outcome of a game 

to include not only how we ll he fares persona lly but a lso how well his cohorts make 

out. C ult ivating concern for othe rs in the cooperative may help ove rcome pote ntia l 

pri soner's dilem mas. This can pe rhaps be seen bes t through an e xample. Suppose 

that initially the payoff ma tri x facing two typical co- op members is that shown in 

F igure 3(a), which represent s a pr isoner's dilemma. Bot h player 1 a nd player 2 ca n 

choose bet wee n coopera ting (C) a nd defec t ing (D), and eac h has a clear incent ive to 

defec t. When bot h do defect, however, t he ou tcome (1 ,1) is mutually less pre ferred 
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Player 2 

c 0 

c (5,4 ) (0 ,7) 

Player 1 
0 ( 7. 0) ( 1 • 1 ) 

(a) Original Game 

Player 2 

c D 

c (4.5 , 4.5) (3.5 , 3.5) 
Pl aye r 1 

0 (3 . 5 , 3.5) ( 1 , 1 ) 

(b) Transformed Game 

Figure 3. Transformation of a Prisoner's Dilemma through the Intr oduction of a Deg ree 
of Altruism 
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tha n the outcome (5,4) tha t would have obtained had they bot h c oopera te d. Now suppose 

that through t he inc ulca tion of a new ideology eac h player deve lops a degree 

of altruism, viewing his payoffs in utility as the average payoff in the original game to 

both himself and his cohort. This results in a transformed game having the payoff matrix 

shown in Figure 3(b). In this game mutual cooperation is the equilibrium outcome. That 

is, through the introduction of a sufficient degree of altruism the game is transformed 

from a prisoner's dilemma into a game in which cooperation spontaneously occurs. (For a 

more detailed analysis see Taylor, chapter 4.) 

The second major aim of cooperative ideology is to decrease the discount rate 

which members use to c ompare the payoffs from sequential constituent games in 

supergames. As mentioned above, the higher the discount rate the more likely it is that 

a supergame comprised of constituent games that are prisoner's dilemmas will itself be a 

prisoner's dilemma. For example, members with high discount ra tes are often "unable to 

afford cooperative loyalty;" therefore much of the socializat ion process in cooperatives 

aims at trying to get farmer-me mbers and board members to take a long view of the 

cooperative's activities. By reducing t he me mber's discou nt rate, coopera t ive ideology 

discourages short-term opportunistic behavior in favor of long- term sup port for mutual 

coope ra tion. 

If ideology is an adaptive response by an organizat ion t o t he problems it faces, the n 

that ideology needs to evo lve as the problems change. An ideology tha t is incongrue nt 

with the problems face d by an organization is ultimately maladaptive. But because 

ideology that has been incorporated into a n individual's set of va lues seems so "natura l" 

and se lf-apparent , the need for its c ha nge is often pe rceived only gradually, a nd 

therefore the ideology is likely to change very slowly. At tempts t o change elements of 

a n organization's ideology rapid ly may meet bitte r resis tance from cert a in part ic ipants, 

as has occurred in some coopera tives whe n dif f erent ial pric ing of services to members 

was proposed, even though, a s de monst ra ted in Sec tion I, suc h pric ing is somet imes 

necessa ry to preserve t he viabi lit y of t 1C cooperative . 
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IV. Summary and Conclusions 

Game theory, with its emphasis on decision making under conditions of mutual 

interdependence and on the allocations of cos ts and benefits from joint activity, is 

particularly suited to examining the behavio r of participants in farmer cooperatives. 

Many decisions in these coopera t ives resemble the bargaining situations analyzed by t~e 

theory of cooperative games, v.·here joint action yields mutual benefits but where playe:-s 

must agree on how to share those benefits before the joint action can be undertaken. 

Other decisions facing participants in farmer cooperatives, particularly those in which 

agreements among the partici?ants are difficult to enforce, more closely resemble 

noncooperative games, especially the prisoner's dilemma supergame. Although the 

examples in this paper have focused mainly on the pricing decisions of cooperatives, 

game theory offers insights into a broad array of issues involving collective choice in 

coopera tives, ranging from t he financing practices of the firm to member control over 

management (see Staatz, 1984, chapter 5). 

The game-theoretic ap;xoach develo?ed in this paper stresses that farmer 

cooperatives cannot always singlemindedly pursue the simple objectives posited in earlier 

models of cooperative behavior, such as maximization of total member profi ts o r 

maximization of per- unit cooperat ive surplus, because doing so may resul: in c. 

distribution of member benefits t hat c reates i:1c entives for certain members to leave t he 

organization. For a similar reason a coope rative may not be able to serve everyone; 

tensions over cross-subsidies among a hig'.l ly diverse membership may prove too 

disrup t ive. Rules such as "equal trea t ment fo r all" may in certain ci rcumstances resu1: 

in no service for anyone, as the:· ?recipita te t :1e disintegration of the o rganization. 

The game-theo retic appro::£h a!so e:npi,as ize s that apparently irrational '.::> e:,avio:

by cooperatives may resu lt f :- -)'71 indi vidual ~arti cipant s rationally ?Ursu ing t he ir 0 w ;-; 

self-interest. For example, co.1si:::ier i 1tercooperative competition. Farmer cooperatives 
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often f ie rcely compete with one another, even when they are owned by the same farmers 

(Ratchford, Swank). Although greate r collaboration would seem to be in t he long-term 

interest of the farmer stockholders, competition persists because individual incentives 

push managers, board members, and stockholders to encourage it. Although managers 

and board members may desire some reduction in intercooperative competition, they are 

like ly to oppose taking collaboration to its logical extreme , merger, unless they are 

assured that they will retain positions of authority in the new organization. Farmer

members may prefer intercooperative competition for several reasons. If competing 

cooperatives cross-subsidize certain services (particularly if different cooperatives 

subsidize different services), then members can act as "cher ry pickers," buying from each 

coopera tive its subsidized services and purc hasing the other services (those that provide 

the subsidies) somewhere else. Second, if the cooperatives' equities are not freely 

redeema ble , the n members, particularly those nearing ret irement, may have no way in 

the short run of gaining access to their accrued investment in t he cooperative except 

through pressuring management to liquidate some of the co-op's assets, the proceeds 

from which would be distr ibuted to current patrons. (This is the "horizon problem" 

discussed in Staatz, 1986a.) One way of liquida ting a cooperative is to push it into 

ruinous price wars, whic h generate short-term gains to the members in the form of more 

favorable prices at the expense of the long-term viability of the organization. Third, 

members who fee l di sta nt from the board and management, part icularly in large 

coopera tives, may feel that intercooperative competition is the only way in which the 

board a nd management can be effectively disciplined. These members might prefer 

be tter direct member control of the board and management in order to ensure the firm 's 

efficiency (but t hen, again, they might not, given the indiv idual costs of monitoring the 

organization), but lacking direct member control, intercooperative competition rnay be 

seen as the only way to keep the people at the top on their toes. The game-theore tic 
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approach stresses that if "wasteful" in~erco~;e;a:!ve com;:>e:i::-:i , '.s : o ~e reduced, t lie 

i ncentives facing individual participants i:i : ~e .::c~;:>e r a t ives mus: :,e c:-:anged. 

Introducing transaction costs and the poss!::,ility that participants' preferences can 

be changed through the inculcation of "coo;:>erative ideolog~J· modifies some o f t he 

conclusions of t he game- theoretic analysis 2.X st::esses the neee to understand the rules 

for making rules in farmer cooperatives.. I: ~so stresses : 're i::: ;>ertan: role that 

socializa tion processes and member-relatio:1s ;:>rograms may pla.y i:i s:.icccessful farmer 

cooperat ives. Many of the major conclusions of the game-theoretic analysis, ho wever, 

remain va lid. The concept o f the core conti.1ues tv ~particularly important: to prevent 

a proposed allocation of costs and beneE:s in a farmer coo;:>er2..: ive from inducing 

defection, careful a tte ntion has to be given to the ;:>ayoffs facing ioc:vidual members. 26 

Furthermore, the game-t heoretic c.;>proach emphasizes that m certain 

circ umstances what is good for the individual co-or:i participan: (farmer- member, board 

member, or manager) may not be good for ::-t-e organization as a .,.,-;.ote; t :-iis is often due 

to the free-rider problem inherent in many of : he activities uncena.ke:i by cooperatives. 

Therefore, if cooperatives a re to succeec in : u!L!li!"lg what is o ::e:i a. :-i imponant social 

role, there may be a need to develop rules that limit individual choice within the 

organization to prevent it from being u:l<le; ;-r1i:1e::. This '.s c:. celica. : e task because ii 

t aken to an extreme it would eliminate :-:ie:-;-1')e; exit as a mea.ns of ·:'.isciplining t he boar d 

and management. None t heless, the anc.lys!s s:-:-0,.·s t hat unf et:e;ec individualism in 

cooperatives may leave all members worse o :: : 'l=.n if defectL-ig :ro-:1 t he cooperative 

were more costly in the short r un. 
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Footnotes 

Some of the material in this paper appeared in John M. Staatz, "The Cooperative as 

a Coalition: A Game-Theoretic Approach," American Journal of Agricultural 

Economics 65, no. 5 (December, 1983): 1084-89. It is included here by permission of 

the American Agricultural Economics Association. 

2 For formal definitions of the game-theoretic terms used in his paper, see Lu ce a nd 

Raif fa, Bacharach, Taylor, or Staatz (1984, appendix C). 

3 For a compilation of these bargaining issues, see Staatz (1984), pp. 226-32. 

4 If, however, retained earnings are used to retire me mber equities ra ther than to 

finance growth of the co-op, older members may pref er a high level of retained 

earnings. 

5 The best-known application of game theory to analyzing the choice of constitutional 

issues is Buc hana rr and Tullock's The Calc ulus of Consent, especial ly chapters II and 

12. There is a fund amental difference, howe ver, between the type of game a nalyzed 

by Buchanan a nd Tullock and those discussed he re. Buchanan a nd Tullock analyzed 

constitutional choice in a democratic entity from which exi t was essentially 

impossible; therefore , the cr ite rion for group choice in their model was ma jority 

rule. Exit is possible from farmer cooperatives, however; farmer-members who 

strongly disagree with some collective action t ake n by the organization (for 

example , its pricing prac tices) are free to leave the organization. The c rite r ion for 
I 

group choice in these games, like tha t in all "classical" bargaining games (Roth), is 

therefore unanimity; if a ll members of a potential coalition are not at least as we ll 

off as they could be in some other arrangement, the coalition will not form. 

6 For a detai led discussion of the relationship between subadditivity of a cost function 

a nd economies of scale see Baumol, Panzar, a nd Willig, c hapter 7. 
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The cost fu nctions presented in this section represent the cost to a given group 

(coa lition) of farm firms of obtaining a particular service. Hence, the cost function 

re presents the cooperative's cost of producing the service plus any addit ional costs 

inc urred by the member firms in gaining access to the service. 

Because the cost function is subadditive, the model applies only to situations where 

reducing the size of the cooperative or it s range of services would result in an 

inc rease in cos ts for the remaining members or for providing the remaining 

services. The model does not apply to situations where a cooperative's elimination 

of unprofitable lines of activities leaves the remaining patrons better off. In that 

situation, the dilemmas outlined below do not arise; pressure both from the patrons 

who generate positive net margins for the cooperative and from the competit ive 

e nvironment may lead management to e liminate the unprofitable activities. 

8 Payoffs a re usually pictured in game-theoretic models as payments to players, while 

here they are payments E_y players. F ormally, the correspondence to standard theory 

can be made by c hanging signs (i .e., payoffs become negative revenues) and thereby 

reve rsing the direction of all inequalities. 

9 In farmer cooperatives the entire surplus above cost is not returned to the members 

as cash; some is kept as operating reserves. The decision on how much of the surplus 

to pay out as cash is itself a bargaining issue that can be analyzed using a game

t heoretic model (see Staatz, 1984, pp. 253-63). 

10 In the fo llowing paragraphs the term "member" should be interpreted as signifying 

either a single member of a group or me mbers acting as a coalition. 

11 This conclusion is strengthened even fu rther if we assume that small farmers are 

more risk averse than large farmers. Ii large fa rmers are less ri sk averse, they 

would be mo re wi lling to gamble in the bargaining process than would small farmers 

and would therefore drive a harder bargain, partic ularly if (as game-theory assumes) 
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the larger farmers are aware of the small farmers' utility functions, including their 

risk preferences (see Harsanyi). 

12 Here is where the distinction made earlier between economies of scale and a 

subadditive cost function becomes important. Because the cost function is 

subadditive, it is cheaper to process all four products in a single plant, but because 

the average cost of processing does not decline monotonically throughout the range 

of production, farmer-members cannot simply be charged the firm's average cost. 

13 In the above example, external market opportunities were not analyzed; the 

cooperative's cost function alone defined the characteristic function. Including 

ex ternal market opportunities in the analysis would have shrunk the core (reduced 

the scope for agreement within the cooperative). 

14 The Shapley value for an individual coalition (player) i is defined as 

where 

~(v.) = 
1 

E (n-k)~fk-1)! [v(K) - v(K-{i}}] 
Kc I 

n = number of players in the game, 

k = number of players in coalition K, 

v(k) is the characteristic function for coalition K, and 

v(k- {i·~) is the character istic function for the coalition made up of a ll members of 

K who a re not also members of i. 
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The expression [ v(K) - v(k-{ i })] represents the marginal contr ibution of player i to 

coalition K. The expression 

{n-k)!(k-1)! 
n! 

represents the probability that in a random build-up of the grand coalition of n 

players, player i will join in the coalition in the kth position. Summing the product 

of these expressions over all K yields the average of player i's possible marginal 

contributions. For further details, see Schotter and Schwodiauer or Luce and Raif fa, 

pp. 245-52. 

15 In certain other situations, the behavior of participants resembles another type of 

noncooperative game, the "coordination problem." For details and an example, see 

Staatz, 1984, pp. 270-7 5. 

16 Figure 1 illustrates a two-player prisoner's dilemma. Prisoner's dilemmas can also 

be defined for more than two players (see Taylor). 

17 When the re is one s trategy in a game (such as defection in the prisoner's dilemma) 

that gives a player a higher payoff no matter what the other players do, that 

strategy is said to be dominant. 

18 For a review of the argume nts that the provision of public goods in general 

represents a prisoner's dilemma see Taylor, chapter I. 

19 For a mathematica l demonstration, see Staa tz, 1984, pp. 407-14. 

20 If a playe r kne w in advance tha t the nth ite ra tion was the last, he would have a clear 

incentive to defect in tha t ite ration, since in a ny single constituent game defection 

is the dominan t strategy. The (n-l)th iteratio n would the n become in e ffec t the last 

game, but here again the same argument fo r defec tion would apply, and so on, all 

the way back to the first iteration. 
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Unconditional cooperation in a prisoner's dilemma supergame is defined as 

cooperating no matter how the other players have behaved in previous iterations of 

the game. Conditional cooperation is defined as cooperating only so long as the 

other players, or some critical number of them, continue to cooperate; if they 

defect, the other player defects (for some period) in subsequent iterations of the 

game. 

22 For details, see Staatz, 1986a. 

23 When the author suggested this hypothesis to a cooperative manager he replied, "But 

in the long run they can't afford cooperative disloyalty." His reply neatly illustrates 

the prisoner's dilemma. 

Some evidence of the importance of cash-flow considerations in determining 

cooperative loyalty emerged from interviews with farmers. Several fruit and 

vegetable farmers reported selling c rops produced on their own land to the ir co-op 

a nd crops produced on rented land to investor-owned firms (IOFs). In the presence 

of imperfect capital markets, the farmers needed the immediate payment for the 

c rop provided by the IOFs in orde r to pay their land rent; for crops produced on their 

own land they could afford to accept the deferred payment typical of fruit and 

vegetable processing cooperatives. 

24 If the cost of lobbying for each group rose above 6, it would no longer e ven pay C to 

lobby, and a new equilibrium would occur, in which neither party would lobby and the 

old plant would remain at s ite 1. This illustrates a further point disc ussed below: 

high tra nsaction costs, by reducing the likelihood that a cooperat ive wil l frequently 

changes its existing policies, protect the utility of those favored by existing policies 

(in this case, members of C, who prefer that the plant remai n at site 1). 

25 Several board members interviewed by the author cited access to such information 

as a major benefi t of serving on the board. 
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Low price is but one component of the benefits (payoffs) available from a 

coopera t ive (see Staatz, 1986b). Quality of service and provision of certain public 

goods (e.g., lobbying, enforcement of competition) have traditionally been major 

benefits of cooperatives. Nonetheless, prices are important, as the recent 

emergence of "superlocal" or "miniregional" supply cooperatives in the Midwest 

de monstrates. These are large local co-ops that have defected from their regionals 

to deal directly with suppliers because the prices available from the suppliers were 

substantially below those available from the regionals. 
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